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OS, Mobile Operating System.This book is carefully formatted to be a kindle friendly book.This
book is an example of a research study with regards to the marketability of Android Operating
System. It comprise of a thesis format that follows ACM and APA standard covering five major
sections including the background of study, review of literature, methodology, presentation of
findings, and conclusions and recommendations. The book study covers a complete research
sample output of Marketability research of Android OS. The objective of the study is to
determine the marketability of Android OS to the people of Prontera City. Relative to the aim, the
study sought to answer the questions, what is the profile of the Android Operating Systems
users; and what is the level of acceptability of android Operating Systems?. This is a complete
reference and example of a research output for computer science, information technology, and
business research study majoring in enterprise track.The topics covered are:Background of the
studyRationaleStatement of the ProblemScope and DelimitationReview of Related
LiteratureProfile of the android Operating Systems usersFeatures of Android Operating
SystemsThe level of acceptability of android OperatingMethodologyResearch DesignSources of
DataInstrumentation and Data CollectionsTools for Data AnalysisPresentation, Analysis, and
Interpretation of DataAwareness of small and medium enterprises in ERP SystemsFactors
involved in determining ERP System ImplementationReadiness of small and medium
enterprises in ERP Systems implementationSummary, Conclusion and
RecommendationsSummaryFindingsConclusionsRecommendationsThe purpose of the study is
to look into the factors which keeps people preferring the use of Android Operating System for
mobile devices and how Android OS makes it possible for people to realize a genuinely
ubiquitous life in a variety of areas such as business, education, social interaction, and leisure.
The research aimed to discuss the marketability of the Android OS that will relay some findings
made already by other researchers and from the result of data gathered through a survey from a
distinct end users of Android OS. The study also determines the degree of acceptability of the
Android OS and uses statistical tools to treat the gathered data.Statement of the ProblemThis
study aimed to look into the factors related to the marketability of Android OS Phones in
Prontera City. Specifically, this study sought to answer the following sub-problems:1. What is the
profile of the android Operating Systems users in terms of the following:a. Educational
Attainmentb. Occupationc. Income2. What is the level of acceptability of Android Operating
Systems in terms of the following:a. Ease of useb. Communicationc. UI Customizabilityd. Value
for Moneye. Applicationsf. Security
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